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Bald Eagle State Park
Bald Eagle State Park lies in the Bald Eagle Valley in Centre County, Pennsylvania. The
Park, as well as the valley, creek, and mountain in this area were named after Chief Bald
Eagle (Chief Woapalanne in his native tongue), a well-known chief of the Lenni Lenape
Nation. He and his tribe inhabited the areas near Milesburg during the mid 1700’s
(Pennsylvania Department of Conservation and Natural Resources 2002).
Bald Eagle State Park lies on 5,900 acres developed adjacent to the Foster Joseph Sayers
Dam. On July 4, 1971, the Bureau of State Parks signed a forty-year lease with the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers (C.O.E) for the use of the 5,900 acres. Since 1971, the Bureau of
State Parks has been solely responsible for the capital development of the land (Pennsylvania
Game Commission 1998). Parts of the 5,900 acres, located on both the north and south
sides of the lake, are leased to the Pennsylvania Game Commission.
Bald Eagle State Park offers a wide selection of recreational opportunities such as picnicking,
camping, hunting, fishing, swimming, boating, water skiing, ice fishing, ice skating, cross
country skiing, sled riding, and tobogganing. Visitors can also participate in numerous
environmental education programs, and have access to a marina with boat rentals and
dockage spaces (Pennsylvania Department of Conservation and Natural Resources 2002).
Much of the land now within the Park’s boundaries was originally farmland when it was
acquired by the C.O.E in 1965. Since then, most of the farmland has been allowed to revert
to old fields and brush, which offer excellent habitat for wildlife, including passerine birds
and small mammals. Farmland wildlife such as cottontails, raccoons, and deer are also
abundant.
Habitat Assessment
This reverting farmland or “early-successional stage habitat” provides an ideal environment
for a variety of wildlife. In particular, this habitat is crucial to the survival of species such as
the American woodcock (Scolopax minor), and the golden-winged warbler (Vermivora
chrysoptera). Fieldwork conducted in Centre County has shown that Bald Eagle State Park
once contained prime woodcock habitat (Hudgins et al. 1985). Today, however, this habitat
is declining throughout the Park and Pennsylvania, as farmland progresses from a shrubbrush stage toward pole timber.
Habitat degradation within the Park is also aggravated by the invasion of exotic shrubs such
as multi-flora rose (Rosa multiflora), Tartarian honeysuckle (Lonicera tatarica), and autumn olive
(Elaeagnus umbellata). These species have replaced the native species in many areas of the
Park and do not provide the preferred habitat structure as do the native gray dogwood
(Cornus recemosa), alder (Alnus spp.) and viburnum (Viburnum spp.).
Bald Eagle State Park offers an excellent opportunity to develop a large-scale demonstration
program for improving wildlife habitat and controlling exotic vegetation. To this end, a
partnership was formed between the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, the Pennsylvania Game
Commission, the Ruffed Grouse Society, the Department of Conservation and Natural
Resources (D.C.N.R.) - Bureau of State Parks, the California University of Pennsylvania, the
Natural Resources Conservation Service and others in an effort to promote and establish
quality wildlife habitat.
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Management Plan
The scope of the Bald Eagle State Park Plan is to restore and maintain the historical
setting of the Park, while improving wildlife habitat and controlling exotic
vegetation.
The plan is based on the following principles:
1. Maintaining the mosaic of fields and fencerows that existed when the Park was
established, including saving fencerows that mark old property boundaries and
woodlots that were part of the historical setting.
2. Maintaining important views throughout the Park.
3. Maintaining the high quality recreational opportunities that exist at the Park,
including wildlife-related viewing and hunting.
4. Controlling exotic plants and promoting native species.
5. Managing for old field and early-successional stage wildlife habitat.

This partnership allows us to instigate the control and management principles of the plan,
while the other goals of maintaining the Park are also met. We will implement management
practices to maintain a mosaic of early-successional habitats with varying age classes and
scattered openings through specific treatments and reduction of exotic vegetation. We will
test a variety of treatment options and develop a prototype for controlling exotic vegetation
that can be used at other state parks throughout Pennsylvania. We will also develop a largescale demonstration project for managing early-successional wildlife habitat.

Primary Control and Management Plan
There are about 2000 acres of scrub/shrub habitat at Bald Eagle State Park. In order to
implement the plan, we must first control the exotics, and then manage the native species for
early-successional wildlife habitat. A significant percentage of the area contains exotic
vegetation such as multi-flora rose, autumn olive, and Tartarian honeysuckle. We will kill
these species by employing mechanical, chemical and biological treatments. We will also
encourage aspen re-growth by cutting mature stands and then plant native alders, dogwoods
and viburnums if necessary.
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- Mechanical Treatment
We use chainsaws, a Hydro-Axe, a tractor-mounted brush hog, and a skid loader with a
mower and tree shear. We plan to also use a Brown Brush Monitor. The Brown Brush
Monitor acts like a brush hog that cuts the vegetation while simultaneously spraying
herbicide on the remaining splintered stumps to reduce re-sprouting. The end result is an
area that is reduced to mulch and wood chips. We have utilized manpower from within the
coordinating agencies for this aspect of the project. Volunteers from the Pennsylvania State
University, correctional industries, and other assisting agencies have also expressed interest
in helping to work on this project. Only certified workers operate machinery that demands a
certification.
Mechanical treatment will not only be used to remove exotics, but also to remove invasive
native trees such as red maple (Acer rubrum) and slippery elm (Ulmus rubra). Mechanical
treatment has been employed at various times in 2002-04 in Management Units #2, 4, 5 and
6 (see attached maps of management units). Trees were cut using chainsaws and tree shears,
and shrubs were reduced using a mower and the Hydro-axe.

Figure 1: Skid loaders provided by California University help remove exotics and other vegetation.

- Chemical Treatment of Exotics
We will continue investigation of the use of herbicides such as glyphosate, Banvel, Spike,
imazapyr and triclopyr on the exotic species at the Park. Timing of treatment is very
important in order to control exotic species while ensuring the health of native species. We
are investigating the effects of applying herbicides during the early and late growing season.
Treatment will depend on when and how long the exotic species remains green. By
attacking the autumn olive, rose, honeysuckle, etc. while they are active and while the natives
are dormant, we will have the freedom to be more aggressive with herbicide treatment.
Herbicide application will be done by air and on the ground by spraying stumps and using
backpack sprayers and trucks. The application we use depends on the type and amount of
exotic shrubs that exist in each unit. Foliar and stump treatments will be used and have
already been completed in areas near the Park Office (Management Unit #5). Stump and
live-plant treatments will also be conducted using the EZ-Ject Lance which injects a
measured capsule of herbicide into the plant’s bark. Herbicide capsules available for use in
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the EZ-Ject include glyphosate, imazapyr, and triclopyr. Some management units will
require more intensive herbicide treatment than others.
- Biological Treatment of Exotics
Another form of control that we are investigating is transplanting Rose Rosette Disease to
the multi-flora rose. This disease affects the multi-flora rose and other rose plants. Rose
Rosette Disease is transmitted by a small eriophyid mite that floats through the air like a dust
particle, attaching itself to a rose plant. The mite transmits the disease to the rose plants,
attacks them, and kills them within two years (James W. Amrine Jr. and Dale F. Hindal,
1988).
Although attempts to transplant the disease throughout Management Unit #6 in 2004
appeared to be successful, the disease seems to be spreading quite well on its own in most
areas of the Park.

Figure 2: Rose Rosette Disease attacking multi-flora rose in Blair County. This disease had been spotted in
some parts of Bald Eagle State Park but now seems to be prevalent throughout. The plan is to use the Rose
Rosette Disease to help maintain control of this exotic plant after the first two or three years of treatment.

- Planting Natives
Native trees and shrubs will be planted if necessary in areas of sparse habitat or where large
amounts of exotic trees and shrubs have been removed. Species to plant may include aspen,
alder, gray dogwood, silky dogwood and viburnum. Seedlings can be planted in rows using
a tree planter, or individually using a dibble bar and muscle.

- Regeneration Cuts
Aspen and other tree species within and around a mature aspen clone will be clear-cut. This
will include any tree within a 30-meter edge of a healthy aspen clone. This will encourage
re-sprouting and re-establish the vertical stems of a young stand. Regeneration cuts were
completed in 2002-03 in the Upper Greens Run area (Management Unit #2). Young aspen
and arrowwood (Viburnum dentatum) stands are starting to establish where mature trees once
stood.
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Long-Term Management Plan
Once the trees and exotics are under control, the early-successional vegetation will be
managed on a twenty-five year rotation. The same techniques initiated in the Primary
Control and Management Plan will be employed on a rotation of 20% of each unit every five
years. Again, the mowing will be done in strips or blocks to regenerate native shrubs and to
re-establish early-successional wildlife habitat.
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Benefits to Wildlife in Management Protocol
Bald Eagle State Park provides the opportunity to manage for wildlife species that depend
on early-successional stage habitat. In particular, two of these species, the American
woodcock and golden-winged warbler have seen their populations decline in recent decades.
- Natural History of the Woodcock
The American woodcock, (Scolopax minor), also known as the timberdoodle, the bogsucker,
or the Labrador twister (Sepik et al. 1988) is a shorebird whose primary habitat is the forest.
An adult woodcock is about the size of a robin, approximately 10 – 12 inches long. It stands
about 5 inches tall and has a wingspread of approximately 20 inches. The woodcock’s
mottled russet or brown colors help it blend in with its surroundings and protect it from
predators. Large eyes set back on the head provide the bird with a wide viewing angle. By
far, their most unique characteristic is their bill, which has a flexible tip and sensitive nerve
endings that allow the bird to dig in soil for worms and insects. A female’s bill measures 2
¾ inches and a male’s bill is less than 2 ½ inches long. The average weight of the woodcock
is 7 oz. for a female and 5.3 oz. for a male. The woodcock ranges throughout eastern North
America from southern Canada to the Gulf States. These birds typically breed in the north
and winter in the south (Sepik et al. 1988).
The average life span of a woodcock is 1.8 years, although banded birds have been recovered
in the wild that were seven years old (Ruffed Grouse Society 1999). A woodcock’s habitat
changes throughout the year. In spring, they need areas for courtship and nesting; in
summer, for brood raising; during fall and spring migrations, for feeding and resting; and
they require wintering habitat in the southern states to which they migrate. Food must be
available during all seasons (Chuck Fergus 2002). The woodcock requires young, dense,
moist woodland to provide ample cover and food resources. They tend to prefer the edges
rather than the interior of big, even-age thickets. A forest goes through three stages as it
grows and the woodcock only uses the first two stages. Unfortunately, in Pennsylvania,
most of what was once good habitat for the woodcock is now in its third and final stage of
forest growth.
- Population Status of the Woodcock
American woodcock populations have declined in the eastern United States at a rate of 1.9%
since 1968 (Kendall and Bruggink 1994). There are many causes for this decline; however,
habitat loss is cited as the primary reason. With this loss of habitat, woodcock are being
forced to use other habitats where food is less abundant and the birds are more vulnerable to
predation by wildlife and humans (Dwyer et al. 1988). Because most of the farmland in
eastern Pennsylvania is at its last stage of forest growth, the woodcock has lost a significant
percentage of its preferred habitat.
- Woodcock Habitat at Bald Eagle State Park
With the woodcock population declining, habitat restoration is a must at Bald Eagle State
Park. Habitat management that promotes early-successional forest types has been shown to
increase local populations of breeding woodcock and other wildlife species. Additional
species that benefit from this are the ruffed grouse, numerous passerine bird species, and
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many other wildlife species (The U.S. Department of Interior, Fish and Wildlife Service
1990). Bald Eagle State Park once contained ideal habitat for the woodcock, but the Park’s
forests have matured and woodcock habitat is no longer as abundant as it was thirty years
ago. The mature forest does not offer the woodcock the kind of food and cover it needs to
survive. The best habitat for the woodcock can be found within the first two stages of a
three-stage forest. The first-stage of a forest is abandoned farmland, blueberry fields, and/or
forest opening. The second stage is made up of denser alder and aspen and is a young forest
with moist soil. The third and final stage is a full forest with mature trees and few open
areas (Sepik et al. 1988).

Third Stage Mature Forest

Freshly
Mowed
Field

Second Stage Heavy Shrub
Cover

First Stage –
Abandoned Farmland

Figure 3: An aerial view of the campground area showing all of the habitat stages found on the Park. They
range from freshly mowed fields, to sparse shrubs, heavy shrub cover, and forest.

A woodcock’s diet consists almost entirely of earthworms (50 - 90%), which they find most
prevalent in the first two stages of forest succession. The woodcock depends on mullforming plants such as alder, aspen, and dogwood to create the proper conditions for
earthworms. Mull is a type of humus that is high in organic matter and has a neutral pH,
which is consistent with the habitat that is ideal for earthworms (Agricultural University of
Wroclaw 2002). Part of this habitat restoration project includes aspen regeneration which
will help promote mull-forming plants. While promoting mull-forming plants, we will be
doing some removal of moder-mor forming plants. Moder-mor forming plants include the
red maple, sugar maple, and black cherry. This type of humus is low in organic matter and
biologic activity and is more acidic than mull humus (Agricultural University of Wroclaw
2002). Moder-mor forming plants create poor soil conditions for earthworms and therefore
poor habitat for the woodcock. By encouraging aspen regeneration, we will be able to
improve the nesting area of the woodcock. The aspen clones cut in Upper Greens Run
(Management Unit #2) in 2002-03 have re-sprouted successfully.
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The woodcock’s nesting area is usually located near or close to the singing grounds. Singing
grounds are usually made up of mowed fields, power line right-of-ways, or old fields.
Annual mowing will mat the vegetation in the fields and provide visibility close to the
ground when landing. In order to improve the singing grounds at the Park, we will continue
to cut strips on the managed land. The strips cut in 2002-04, give the woodcock the fieldlike area needed to perform its singing ground ritual.

- Natural History of the Golden-Winged Warbler
The golden-winged warbler (Vermivora chrysoptera) is a small bird at only 4 inches long. Males
are slate gray in color with a white chest, black cheek and throat patches, and yellow patches
on their crown, forehead, and wings. Females have grey cheek and throat patches and their
back is generally olive in color with some yellow markings. Golden-winged warblers nest in
uplands, marshes and bogs, power line right-of-ways, and other areas with sparse tree cover
and patches of shrubs. In upland sites they prefer areas in the early stages of succession,
similar to the woodcock. These birds nest on the ground in a field or marsh generally at the
base of ferns or briars. They are distributed from northern Georgia north to Canada and
from Minnesota eastward to New York and Rhode Island. They are widely distributed
throughout Pennsylvania but are rare in the northern tiers and absent in the southeast
regions of the state (Confer 1992). In Bald Eagle State Park, as with the woodcock, much of
what is considered prime habitat for the golden-winged warbler is now in its final stage of
development.
- Population Status of the Golden-Winged Warbler
Though their range is continually expanding eastward, their populations have been steadily
declining approximately 2% annually since 1980 (Breeding Bird Atlas 2002). Their decline
can be attributed to two factors: loss of early-successional stage habitat and invasion by the
blue-winged warbler. Studies have shown populations have increased in areas where
farmland has been abandoned and decreased in areas that have been reforested or allowed to
mature to old growth stands. The primary management concern for the golden-winged
warbler is to create and maintain the appropriate types of habitat (Confer 1992). Increasing
the appropriate habitat in the Park will allow golden-winged warbler populations to
reestablish and maintain their numbers in central Pennsylvania.
- Golden-Winged Warbler habitat at Bald Eagle State Park
In Pennsylvania, breeding populations of golden-winged warblers have been confirmed in
several counties, including Centre County. However, increased areas of mature forest have
greatly decreased golden-winged warbler nesting habitat (Confer 1992). Managing for earlysuccessional habitat in Bald Eagle State Park will create more prime nesting areas for the
golden-winged warbler. The strip cuttings have created areas similar to those conditions
found in power line right-of-ways and open fields where this species prefers to nest.
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Habitat Classifications and Management Units
We have divided the land into ten management units. These units will be on a twenty-five
year rotation of cutting trees, removing exotics, planting native shrubs, and strip mowing. In
addition, areas within these management units have been classified as high quality, medium
quality, and poor quality.
Classification is based on the percent of shrubs that are non-native and the successional
stage of the forest. Management units with a high percentage of exotics and areas with
advanced invasion by trees are classed as lower quality and will be targeted for control. As
we implement management for the American woodcock, we will be refining our criteria and
evaluating the habitats required for all life stages of the woodcock. An area less than half a
mile in size containing all four habitat types, and having over a 50% native scrub/shrub
component will be considered high quality habitat. An area less than half a mile in size and
containing three of the four habitat types with an early-successional vegetative stage will be
considered medium quality habitat. Any area greater than half a mile, but less than one mile
in size containing two or more of the required habitat types for woodcock will be considered
low quality habitat. Any other habitat types will be considered poor or unsuitable woodcock
habitat for this proposal.

Management Unit Descriptions
For this proposal, the area around Sayers Dam is being divided into ten management units
(see attached maps).
Management Unit 1 (MU #1)
MU #1 is bounded along the western end by I-80 and SR 220, to the north by SR
150, in the east by Bullet Run, and to the south by boundary markers, and does not
extend past any of the roads mentioned above. MU #1 consists of about 388 acres
and is between the second and third forest stages. Management for this unit will
consist of some tree removal, exotic species removal, herbicide treatment, aspen
regeneration, and strip cutting.
Management Unit 2 (MU #2)
MU #2 is bounded on the west by the Howard Nursery, to the north by SR 150, to
the east by Schenck’s Cemetery, and to the south by Upper Greens Run boat launch.
MU #2 consists of about 476 acres and is between the second and third stages of
forest succession. Work on this unit occurred in 2002-04, as exotic species were
removed and strips were cut perpendicular to SR150. Also, a young aspen and
viburnum stand is establishing itself from a regeneration cut that took place in 200203. The Pennsylvania Game Commission (PGC) has been managing this unit for
woodcock habitat and has already established some singing and nesting grounds
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here. To avoid damaging these existing singing and nesting grounds, management in
this unit is limited to removal of exotics, herbicide treatment, aspen regeneration,
and strip cutting.

Figure 4: Two aerial photos of Management Unit #2 showing the different stages of fields that exist in this
unit. Work occurred in Management Unit #2 at various times from 2002-04. Both photos show the different
stages of fields and also the existing fencerows in this unit. The fencerows were left for historical value to the
Park and the community.

Management Unit 3 (MU #3)
MU #3 is bounded in the north by Sayers Lake, in the south by the PA Game
Commission Wildlife Area, in the west by Curtin Village, and in the east at the far
eastern part of the PA Game Commission Wildlife Area. MU #3 covers about 842
acres and consists mostly of mountains and third-stage forest. Areas of MU#3
closest to the lake will be managed by removing exotics, clearing trees, cutting some
strips, and regenerating aspen. Management of the mountainous areas will include
removing exotics, herbicide treatment, and aspen regeneration.
Management Unit 4 (MU #4)
MU #4 is bounded in the north by SR 150, in the south by Lower Greens Run boat
launch, in the west by MU #2, and in the east by SR 26. MU #4 consists of about
197 acres and is between the second and third forest stages. Management on this
unit includes clearing exotic species, treating some areas with herbicide, removing
trees and cutting strips. Work took place in MU#4 in 2002-03.
Management Unit 5 (MU #5)
MU#5 is bounded in the north by the property line of the Park, in the south by
Sayers Lake, in the west by MU #4, and in the east by MU #6. MU #5 is about 694
acres and is close to the third-stage of forest succession. Management in this unit
took place in 2002-03. This included tree removal, exotic species removal, herbicide
treatment, aspen regeneration, and strip cutting. Herbicide treatment also took place
in 2006.
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Figure 5: Two aerial photos of Management Unit #5 showing the different stages of fields that exist on this
unit. Management Unit #5 was one of the first to receive work during the spring/summer of 2002. The
photos also show fencerows that were left for historical value to the Park and the community.

Management Unit 6 (MU #6)
MU#6 is bounded in the north by the property line of the Park, in the south by
Sayers Lake, in the west by MU #5, and in the east by MU #7. MU #6 consists of
about 1,128 acres and is half third-stage forest and half second-stage forest.
Management for this unit has included tree removal, exotic species removal,
herbicide treatment, and strip cutting.
Management Unit 7 (MU #7)
MU #7 is bounded in the north by the property line of the Park, in the south by
Sayers Lake, in the west by MU #6, and in the east by MU #8. MU #7 contains
about 564 acres and consists mostly of third-stage forest. Management for this unit
will involve tree removal, exotic species removal, herbicide treatment, aspen
regeneration, and strip cutting.
Management Unit 8 (MU #8)
MU #8 is bounded in the north by SR 150, in the south by railroad tracks, in the
west by Sayers Lake, and in the east by Marsh Creek. MU #8 consists of about 583
acres and is in its third-stage of forest succession. Management for this unit will
include tree removal, exotic species removal, herbicide treatment, aspen
regeneration, and strip cutting.
Management Unit 9 (MU #9)
MU #9 is bounded in the north by Sayers Lake, in the south by the property line of
the State Park, in the west by the property line of the Park, and in the east by the
property line of the Park. MU #9 consists of about 2,216 acres and is all third-stage
mature forest. Management for this unit will include some tree removal and aspen
regeneration.
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Figure 6: An aerial photo of Management Unit #9 shown above. Management Unit #9 is on the south side of
the Park and has fewer exotics because it contains primarily mature forest. In this unit, the focus will be on the
regeneration of native species like aspen.

Management Unit 10 (MU #10)
MU #10 is bounded in the north by Sayers Lake, in the south by the C.O.E property
line, in the west by Sayers Lake, and in the east by MU #9. MU #10 consists of
about 88 acres and is between the second and third forest stages. Management for
this unit includes removing some trees and exotic species with herbicides and cutting
vegetation.
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Bald Eagle State Park Habitat Restoration Project
Management Unit # 1

Curtin Run - Unit # 1
This is the initial plan for Management Unit #1, Curtin Run.
Management Unit #1 includes 388 acres of second and third-stage forest.
The management for this unit includes some tree removal, exotic removal, herbicide treatment,
aspen regeneration, and strip cutting.
Reserved areas are hatched in blue and will not be managed except for individuallyapproved spot treatments. Fencerows denoting historical boundaries, woodlots,
forested areas, and high-use areas are reserved.

Map key
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Bald Eagle State Park Habitat Restoration Project

Upper Greens Run - Unit # 2

Management Unit # 2

Management Unit #2 contains 476 acres and
is in between the second and third stage of a
mature forest. Strip cutting, aspen regeneration
cuts, exotic removal and herbicide treatment
occurred in 2002-04. The Pennsylvania Game
Commission has identified woodcock singing
and nesting grounds throughout this unit.
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Bald Eagle State Park Habitat Restoration Project
Management Unit #3

Mount Eagle - Unit #3
This is the initial plan for Management Unit #3, Mount Eagle.
Management Unit #3 is approximately 842 acres and consists mostly of mountains and third-stage forest.
Land closest to the lake will be managed for removal of exotics, clearing of trees, some strip cutting, and aspen regeneration.
Management on the mountain will include removal of exotics, herbicide treatment, and aspen regeneration.
Reserved areas are hatched in red and will not be managed except for individually-approved spot treatments.
Fence rows denoting historical boundaries, woodlots, forested areas, and high-use areas are reserved.
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2. Maintaining important views throughout the Park.
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Bald Eagle State Park Habitat Restoration Project
Management Unit #4

Lower Greens Run - Unit #4
This is the initial plan for Management Unit #4, Lower Greens Run.
Management Unit #4 includes 197 acres, and is between the second and third stages of a mature forest.
There will be tree removal, exotic removal, herbicide treatment, and strip cutting done on this unit.
These treatments will be completed over a 25-year rotation. Strip cutting, exotic removal and herbicide treatment
took place in 2002-04.
Reserved areas are hatched in blue and will not be managed except for individuallyapproved spot treatments. Fencerows denoting historical boundaries, woodlots,
forested areas, and high-use areas are reserved.
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Bald Eagle State Park Habitat Restoration Project
Management Unit # 5

Park Office - Unit # 5
This is the initial plan for Management Unit #5, the Park Office Unit.
Management Unit #5 contains 694 acres and has grown up mostly into third-

stage forest. Treatments include tree removal, exotic removal, herbicide treatment,
aspen regeneration cuts, and strip cutting. These treatments will continue on a
25-year rotation. Dormant season cutting occurred in 2002-03 and herbicide was
applied to areas of this unit in 2004 and 2006.
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Bald Eagle State Park Habitat Restoration Project
Management Unit # 6

Camp Ground - Unit # 6
This is the initial plan for Management Unit #6, the Camp Ground Unit.
Management Unit #6 contains 1,128 acres of land which is half third-stage forest and half second-stage forest.
Treatments have included tree removal, exotic removal, herbicide treatment, and strip cutting. Initial plots were
cut in 2002-03, with herbicide treatment also occurring in some areas in 2003.
Reserved areas are hatched in blue and will not be managed except for individuallyapproved spot treatments. Fencerows denoting historical boundaries, woodlots,
forested areas, and high-use areas are reserved.
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Bald Eagle State Park Habitat Restoration Project
Management Unit # 7

Hunters Run - Unit # 7
This is the initial plan for Management Unit #7, Hunters Run.
Management Unit #7 includes 564 acres and consists mostly of third-stage forest.
Management for this unit will include tree removal, exotic removal, herbicide treatment,
aspen regeneration cuts, and strip cutting.
Reserved areas are hatched in blue and will not be managed except for individuallyapproved spot treatments. Fencerows denoting historical boundaries, woodlots,
forested areas, and high-use areas are reserved.
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Bald Eagle State Park Habitat Restoration Project
Management Unit # 8

C.O.E. - Unit # 8
This is the initial plan for Management Unit #8, the C.O.E. Unit.
Management Unit #8 includes 583 acres and is in its third stage of a mature forest.
Management for this unit will include tree removal, exotic removal, herbicide treatment,
aspen regeneration, and strip cutting. These treatments will take place over a 25-year rotation.
Reserved areas are hatched in blue and will not be managed except for individuallyapproved spot treatments. Fencerows denoting historical boundaries, woodlots,
forested areas, and high-use areas are reserved.
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Bald Eagle State Park Habitat Restoration Project
Management Unit # 9

Mountain - Unit # 9
This is the initial plan for Management Unit #9, the Mountain Unit.
Management Unit #9 includes 2,216 acres and is all third-stage mature forest.
Tree removal and aspen regeneration will take place in this unit, over a
25-year rotation.
Reserved areas are hatched in blue and will not be managed except for individuallyapproved spot treatments. Fencerows denoting historical boundaries, woodlots,
forested areas, and high-use areas are reserved.
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Bald Eagle State Park Habitat Restoration Project
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Howard - Unit # 10
This is the initial plan for Management Unit #10, the Howard Unit.
Management Unit #10 contains 88 acres and is in between the second and third stage
of a mature forest. There will be some tree removal, exotic removal, herbicide treatment,
and strip cutting done in this unit. These treatments will take place over a 25-year rotation.
Reserved areas are hatched in blue and will not be managed except for individuallyapproved spot treatments. Fencerows denoting historical boundaries, woodlots,
forested areas, and high-use areas are reserved.
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